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About This Content
Settle-Carlisle Specials puts you in the cab of fabulous preserved steam locomotives as they haul trains full of rail fans along the
scenic Settle-Carlisle line. Interest in steam specials has grown since before the final phasing out of British steam on the main
line, when enthusiasts would flock to ride on specials – sometimes little more than a few old brake vans behind a steam loco – to
enjoy a steam-hauled journey before diesel and electric took over for good. This practice continues today, as privately-owned
steam locomotives are granted permission to run special services on the main line to the delight of passengers and onlookers
alike.

With four preserved steam locomotives to drive, you can run rail tours along the wonderful Settle-Carlisle line whenever you
wish. Settle-Carlisle Specials includes the famous A1 Tornado in British Railways Brusnwick Green, V2 Green Arrow, GWR
Wootton Hall and GWR King Edward II in blue. There is also a Class 47 in maroon livery acting as a banker, typical of steam
specials.

Please Note: Settle-Carlisle Specials requires the Settle-Carlisle Expansion Pack (available separately) in order to play.

Includes
LNER A1 Tornado in British Railways Brunswick Green livery
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LNER V2 Green Arrow
GWR King Edward II in blue livery
GWR Wootton Hall
Class 47 in maroon livery (banker)

Scenarios
5 scenarios for the Settle-Carlisle Expansion Pack (PLEASE NOTE the Settle-Carlisle Expansion Pack, available separately, is
required to play these scenarios):

Hall of Fame, with 4979 Wootton
The Cumbrian Tornado, with Peppercorn A1 Tornado
The Blue Ribband, with Peppercorn A1 Tornado
King of the Hill, with King Edward II
Coming Home, with Green Arrow and Class 47 ‘banker’
Free roams at Appleby, Dent, Carlisle and Ribblehead
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Title: Train Simulator: Settle Carlisle Specials Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Dovetail Games
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 3 May, 2012
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8
Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)
Memory:2 GB RAM
Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)
DirectX®:9.0c
Hard Drive:6 GB HD space
Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible
Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection
Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English
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What stands out in this game for me is the customizing. You can customize your ship for hours and not get bored. It may take
some time to get use to the controls, but you can change the controls to your liking. This is a must for creative gamers.. Garbage
game, go get Halo Wars instead.. I got this app on sale for $1.59 USD in a recent steam sale. Is this app worth that much? I think
so, but just barely. The main problem with this app is that the graphics \/ cinematic experiences are very low quality. These are
PS2\/ Xbox 360 level graphics. It really takes away from the experience.
Each of the 7 experiences did load for me without any problems (although exiting was another matter, I had to quit the app to
get out of each experience). Each experience lasted from 2-3 minutes each. So there isn't a lot of content here. The narrator
gives some interesting factoids, but even the backstories for each of these 7 wonders is very limited.
So if you're really curious about the 7 ancient wonders, then I think I can recommend this app. Honestly, nobody will probably
recreate this experience. So it's the only game in town, even if it's not particularly well done.
Sale Price Rating: 5\/10 buy for the educational experience on sale only if you're really interested in the subject matter. Used to
be good but recently the devs have started removing features from the game that i payed full price for over a year ago and
forcing people to pay to continue using those features.. Edge of Eternity is a odd beast to say the least

So eoe is a love letter to old school final fantasy fans and I like that lets get started
Edge seems at first just like a basic turn based combat system it has a twist it has a move feature let me explain the move feature
works like.
This if you or a monster is going to drop a aoe spell you both have a chance to move out the way now this can mess you up if
they get behind they can do big damage just like you can do to them.
Character designs
I like the two we get right out the back from a look wise i like the uniform daryon wears and I like selene
Weapons look great from what I have seen
World events
I like these but i hate these I like them because they give you some nice exp in between going to city to dungeons
Dungeons and puzzles
I don't like that puzzles give you a game over if you fail them maybe for the main story ones I can see but the side ones you find
out in the world i feel like that shouldn't happen
Exp system
I love the Crystal system for this game it has a path of exiles and Final fantasy X feel to it
Soundtrack is good from what i heard
My final thoughts
Edge of Eternity is a good game for being in alpha and i look forward to seeing this game improve and i hope the devs listen to
the fans.
Before i Forget if you have a 970 gtx you can run it on very high to high with next to no lag besides the start up of your save
files and please work on the mouth animations for the main character.
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I think the devs should feel proud at the end of the day the its a wonderful game i hope it can keep it up. The villain of the game
as a playable character and you want to charge people for that?
Really?
That is one of the most lazy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665dlc idea i've ever seen.. not really worth it, even at a 50%
discount.
you also have to log in several times before the premium license days show up.. This DLC offers a great, challenging campaign
of one of my favourite ancient general - Pyrrhus.
It also brings new units (ELEPHANTS!) and game modes like invasion which are all SWEET!
I love the historical notes to which you can compare your progress.
If only all of the games out there would have as good dlcs as this one...
. This game is worse than most flash games but it costs 99 cents. It's a really great game. The Soundtrack fits, the powerups feel
good and the difficultylevel are tuned just right.
It's worth the money, even more on sale.
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As a fan of the original game on the SNES (or Genesis, depending on your choice of console back then), I'm honestly pretty
disappointed in this remake. The character's controls are completely different from the original game, which were slower and
more deliberate and catered more towards platforming and careful combat, and yet the environments and enemy design did not
change in order to reflect the change in controls. I found myself constantly running myself off ledges due to not being able to
control my character's run speed, but I was also able to float around in mid-air and catch ledges in impossible and goofy-looking
ways, so there was never any danger of dying due to fall damage.
Fall damage was instant death in the original game, encouraging you to think about how to move about environments, and every
stage had every jump and platform in the perfect position, and everything was exactly where it was supposed to be. In this game,
all the platforms seem entirely worthless, and there is usually more than one way to reach the goal by simply hopping around
randomly between platforms, and there doesn't seem to be a very intelligent path you need to follow in order to complete areas.
Enemy placement also seems entirely random, especially in the first stage where annoying flying robots would shock you at
incredibly inconvenient points, sometimes even during an autosave, causing you to constantly reload from death while having a
stupid drone poke you in the eye.
The combat is also irritating and unbalanced. Enemies are almost always attacking you, and there are few options when it comes
to running away or attacking. Enemies with guns will shoot you while you try to climb up a platform to safety, as well as the
flying drones shocking you and never giving you a decent opportunity for escape. It seems to me that the developers didn't
realize that the slow, deliberate controls in the original also required enemies to be limited as well in order for the combat to be
made fair. Even though you are given less limited movement in this game, you are downright crippled in several common
situations, which makes it incredibly easy for enemies to exploit you and kill you in very cheap ways.
Another grating annoyance in this game for me is the main character's dialogue and voice-actor. He constantly monologues to
himself in order to give gameplay hints and witty banter, which is entirely unnecessary and really ruins the atmosphere. The
dialogue in the original was simple, straightforward, and reflected the atmosphere of the game as being tense and dangerous.
Having your character constantly crack annoying jokes when doing anything from using a healing station to killing an enemy
really ruins the atmosphere, and I simply don't understand why they thought it was necessary to write the character in such a
way. Another annoyance was having constant gameplay hints and camera pans to show you objects and enemies in order to hold
your hand through the game. Game design like this is simply insulting and certainly does not follow the original game's example
of clever, intelligent environment and gameplay design that encourages the player to think and experiment with the environment
in order to solve problems.
Besides simple design choices that I didn't enjoy, the game has a lot of dissappointing physics and gameplay glitches that make
the game feel really cheap. Several times I would watch as my character moonwalks several feet after being killed by an enemy
before finally falling to the floor, sometimes even walking on air off of a platform, and one glitch even made me unable to
sneak up on enemies and knock them out (something you are required to do in order to complete some sneaking missions), due
to the button prompt not appearing consistently.
Ironically, in my case, Uplay allows you to immediately unlock and play the original game without completing any
achievements, which I would prefer, simply because this game is very flawed and simply does not live up to the design of the
original. Speaking of Uplay, this program succeeds in making playing Ubisoft games through Steam entirely cumbersome and
annoying, which gives me one more reason not to reccommend this game.
If you want a better puzzle-based platformer in the vein of Prince of Persia or Blackthorne, just play the original game, or any
other game in the same genre. This game simply fails to deliver such an experience, instead trying to offer a shallow action
experience with many inappropriate or broken mechanics.. I like this game quite a bit. Its hard. Sometimes there's bullets
coming from literally every direction and it feels like you are doomed to die. Still really like the game, just wish there was
difficulty settings.. Beautifully abstract and deeply emotional.
Not for those that don't like reading or spending too much time thinking.. Nice big hitboxes and easy to play. Expected breasts.
Instead, I got a solid puzzle platformer...
...
...
...
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...
and breasts.. The visuals and animations are nice. The gameplay is I wouldn't say hard, but it seems the controls are a bit
sluggish. The ugly part of this game is that the only options for the game are at the start. Changing from windowed to full
screen, animation quality and resolution. They're no options at all for anything else like insanely loud music, so headphone users
beware. I haven't gotten far but so far the levels are simple and clean. I'm gonna give this game a yes in the hopes they update it
in some way because right now its a meh.. It's just not an enjoyable game. Going into detail would require more effort than
neccesary, just buy Pavlov, play Rec Room or do something else (sorry). Came for the hentai
Stayed because i had to do puzzles to earn points for more hentai
11/10
(Actually a pretty good game though)
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